Remembering Diana Cultural Memory Reinvention
surveillance and social memory: remembering princess diana ... - social, and cultural memory—in
keeping to assmann’s terminology—have become more dynamised than her archival model can suggest under
the conditions in which personal experiences are today ... surveillance and social memory: remembering
princess diana with cctv ethn 289: history and memory winter 2007 course description - karen till.
“aestheticizing the rupture” in the new berlin: memory, politics, place. university of minnesota press, 2005.
week 6. feb 15 -- embodied memory: performance and remembering diana taylor. the archive and the
repertoire: performing cultural memory in the americas. durham: duke university press, 20. martin
manalansan. remembering to prevent: the preventive capacity of public ... - remembering to prevent:
the preventive capacity of public memory kerry e. whigham columbia university abstract. it is without doubt
the case that memory of the past has been and is being used in certain places to justify radical intolerance and
unspeakable violence. but for every instance where that is the case, a engl 595 literary studies across
cultures: “war and memory” - 11. diana taylor, the archive and the repertoire: performing cultural memory
in the americas 12. wg sebald, austerlitz 13. marita sturken, tangled memories : the vietnam war, the aids
epidemic, and the politics of remembering 14. susan rubin suleiman, crises of memory and the second world
war 15. eth 267: history and memory winter 2011 instructor - ways in which the mutually-constituted
processes of remembering and forgetting work in the production of official discourses of nationalism, history of
colonialism, and memory ... diana taylor. the archive and the repertoire: performing cultural memory in the
americas. ... performing cultural memory in the americas. durham: duke university ... forgetful memory and
images of the holocaust - juxtaposed with princess diana (helmers); of “found” family photographs
(mauer)— ... aspects of neither cultural nor individual memory but to that which has dropped out.
d380_402_mar04ce 381 1/30/04, 9:01 am. 382. ... remembering to forget, barbie zelizer describes a
photograph of a young boy, well-fed and well-dressed in a sweater and sport history in the digital era project muse - sport history in the digital era gary osmond, murray g. phillips published by university of
illinois press ... death, mourning, and cultural memory on the internet the virtual memorialization of fallen
sports heroes holly thorpe ... or the untimely death of princess diana. ... materializing memory in art and
popular culture - materializing memory in art and popular culture edited by lászló munteán, liedeke plate,
and anneke smelik ... (2012) ‘theaters of memory’, the literature on memory intimates that remembering is
entangled with things. this entanglement of memory ... make up the field of cultural memory studies, so far
this material di- ... cultural identity in times of globalisation - cultural identity in times of globalisation
3-21 august, 2015. monday-friday, 9:00-13:00. building 1650 room 014 aarhus university. ... a case of retro as
cultural memory.” kristian handberg, art ... transnational age” in rothberg multidirectional memory.
remembering the holocaust in the age of decolonization. standford university press ... remembrance,
reflection, reconciliation: the performance ... - and the repertoire by performance studies scholar diana
taylor to present my research in the ... performing cultural memory in the americas. durham: duke university
press, 2003.! ... theories of social remembering. open university press, 2003. 11 paul connerton. public
feelings - university of chicago - sentimentality, mourning and melancholy, and cultural memory. of
particular ... ann cvetkovich, an archive of feelings eve sedgwick, touching feeling douglas crimp, melancholia
and moralism ... diana taylor, the archive and the repertoire: performing cultural memory in the americas.
duke up, 2003.
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